Gels are an increasingly important class of soft materials with applications ranging from regenerative medicine to commodity materials. A major drawback of gels is their relative mechanical weakness, which worsens further under strain. We report a new class of responsive gels with latent crosslinking moieties that exhibit strain-stiffening behavior. This property results from the lability of disulfides, initially isolated in a protected state, then activated to crosslink ondemand. The active thiol groups are induced to form inter-chain crosslinks when subjected to mechanical compression, resulting in a gel that strengthens under strain. Molecular shielding design elements regulate the strain-sensitivity and spontaneous crosslinking tendencies of the polymer network. These strain-responsive gels represent a rational design of new advanced materials with on-demand stiffening properties with potential applications in elastomers, adhesives, foams, films, and fibers.
Introduction
Polymer gels are swellable, insoluble networks used in a broad array of applications, from tissue engineering to consumer products. [1] A key feature of gels is their mechanical tunability, wherein the elastic moduli can range from tens of Pa to tens of MPa. [2] The moduli of gels are controllable through alteration of backbone composition and crosslinking density. [3] [4] [5] Most important for biological applications, gels can be configured to encompass the soft and wet nature of living tissue. [6] Two major limitations in this field are that, once synthesized, the modulus of a gel network is fixed, and gels typically weaken under strain. This latter feature limits their utility in industrial applications that require robust strength during processing.
In contrast, nature's polymers exhibit strain-stiffening mechanisms. [7] [8] [9] [10] Fibrin during blood clotting, [11, 12] and actin cytoskeletal filaments during cell movement, [13] stiffen rapidly under deformation. [14] These biological polymers inspire the creation of strain-responsive synthetic materials. Strain-induced strengthening has been widely exploited to improve the performance of several traditional polymer classes. For example, thermoplastics for application as films, fibers, and foams are tunable via force-induced molecular orientation and crystallization/physical crosslinking. [15, 16] Realizing similar mechanical tuning of gels would greatly broaden their potential and utility.
Recent innovations have created dynamically responsive gels with increasing moduli induced via heat or light, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] but these typically require sophisticated chemistries, and would not work for materials in dark environments, such as adhesives. Attempts to selectively tailor the strength and functionality of synthetic gel polymer networks by exploiting mechanical deformation have resulted in transient gel stiffening due to chain associations or elasticity, but
haven not achieved permanent strain-induced modulus or crosslinking increases across the range of deformations. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] Subsequent gel deformation in these systems typically produced similar or lower stiffness than the initial deformation, suggesting that the bonds are meta-stable, in contrast to physical or chemical crosslinks.
While gels with strain-stiffening domains have not been described previously, related synthetic work provides a conceptual basis for such systems. [31, 32] We describe novel gels containing latent crosslinking domains based on a thiol-containing monomer within a poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)-acrylate backbone. To our knowledge, this is the first report of gels that employ latent crosslinking to promote on-demand, strain-induced hardening while using simple, scalable polymer chemistry. For many gel applications, strain-induced crosslinking activation could provide a new type of latency, delaying crosslinking until the onset of mechanical activation. [33] [34] [35] Design of strain-responsive gels
Inspired by the force-induced arrangement of disulfide bonds in proteins. [36, 37] we developed a self-reinforcing material reliant on reversible chemical crosslinks. A dihydrolipoic acid (DHLA)-based methacrylate was integrated into the networks to impart reversible inter-chain disulfide crosslinks. [31, 32] As a typical example, gels were prepared from an acrylate polymer containing PEG and lipoic acid (LA) groups (i.e., from PEG acrylate and 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate-lipoic acid, HEMA-LA, Figure 1a and Figure S1 ). [38, 39] The effects of gel structure and composition were investigated by varying crosslinker and co-monomer chain lengths across material Sets I-III ( Figure 1b ) and, within each set, by varying monomer composition across Groups A-C ( Figure   1c ). We denote the samples using the code X-Y, where X is the gel set and Y is the gel group.
At a fixed crosslinker concentration of 0.129 M, these gels were transparent with representative gels from Set I shown in Figure 1d . Schematic illustrations of molecular changes in gel network during disulfide reduction, followed by mechanical deformation, are shown as a function of comonomer (M1) molecular weight (or chain length) (Figure 1e ).
To prepare the gels, we first synthesized networks of X-Y composition. The cyclic disulfides were reduced to pendant thiols by adding a dilute solution of sodium borohydride to the gels. This would theoretically facilitate inter-chain disulfide reactions to form new inter-chain crosslinks after reaction of pendant thiol group, a process which may be accelerated by the application of stress to the network (Figure 1e ). Moreover, variation of M1 chain length could influence the strain-stiffening behavior of reduced gels, in which short M1 groups would more easily allow inter-chain crosslinking under force while long M1 groups might shield free thiols from crosslinking by disulfide formation. 
Spontaneous crosslinking
After disulfide reduction, gels were immersed in 1:4 (v:v) ethanol : dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)
under ambient conditions to promote crosslinking by oxidation of thiols to disulfides. We characterized gel performance such as optimization of reduction time and yield, thiol quantification, and swelling behavior ( Figure S2 ). The optimal reduction time was determined to be 6 hours. Gels deswelled about 1 day after the reduction, indicating that thiol crosslinking occurred over this timeframe. Free thiol concentration was quantified by Ellman's assay, [40] and
Young's modulus was measured by compression testing at various time points post-reduction.
Within 1 hour, the changes in thiol concentration were negligible in all groups of gels from Set II An increase in gel stiffness correlated to a decrease in free thiol concentration associated with disulfide formation and crosslinking. Since Flory has described the relationship between elastic modulus and degree of crosslinking, [41] we compared Flory's model in Equation
(1) to our data on available thiols to measured modulus ( Figure 2e ).
where is the shear modulus, is the density of the network, is the gas constant per mole, is the temperature, is the mean molecular weight of the chains, and is the molecular weight of the primary molecules before crosslinking. Given that our data yielded less than the ideal 100% conversion assumed by Flory, we expect spontaneous crosslinking resulted in both inter-and intra-chain disulfide bonds. Group II-C showed lower conversion of inter-chain disulfides compared to Groups II-A and II-B, possibly due to its higher initial thiol density, creating thiol crowding and reformation of cyclic disulfides. 
Reversibility of latent thiol crosslinking
Due to the labile nature of disulfide crosslinks, we expected that they would be reversible and amenable to repeated stiffening and weakening by toggling the oxidation-reduction reactions. [42] Indeed, the gels showed complete reversibility of the disulfide crosslinks and Young's modulus over three cycles (Figure 3) . We first reduced gels to convert the cyclic disulfides to free thiols (Day 1). Thiol-containing gels were then allowed to form intra-chain or inter-chain disulfides through oxidation by continuous purging of air into the system. Gel stiffness and thiol concentration were measured daily for 4 days until most thiols were oxidized, and no significant change in stiffness was observed. The second (Day 5) and third (Day 9) cycles were carried out in the same manner on the same gels. Gels underwent multiple reduction-oxidation cycles without deterioration, highlighting the reversibility of the process. In fact, thiol concentration and
Young's modulus of gels after each reduction showed effectively 100% recovery, i.e. no significant differences in thiol concentration or stiffness were observed on Days 1, 5, and 9. This reversible behavior is distinct from previous reports of covalently crosslinked gels, which showed complete crosslinking/decrosslinking of all covalent bonds in the network via sol-gel transition. [43] [44] [45] 
a) II-A (low [-SH]). b) II-B (intermediate [-SH]). c) II-C (high [-SH]).

Molecular shielding of gel stiffening
Crosslinker and co-monomer compositions were manipulated to control spontaneous crosslinking behavior. The M1 molecular weights were 116 and 375 g/mol, while the crosslinker molecular weights were 330 and 750 g/mol ( Figure 1b) . As shown in Figure 4 , gels increased in stiffness at a modest rate over time for the combinations of short CL/short M1 used in Set I (Figure 4a ) and of long CL/short M1 used in Set II (Figure 4b ), but a smaller increase in stiffness was observed in the combination of short CL/long M1 used in Set III (Figure 4c ). These results indicated that gels composed of long co-monomer M1 provided "screening" of spontaneous inter-chain crosslinking while short M1 allowed more rapid intermolecular disulfide bond formation ( Figure 1e ).
Crosslinker chain length did not significantly affect the formation of new, spontaneous crosslinks. The molar ratio of crosslinker to total monomer integrated in all groups of gels was 1:13, meaning the crosslinker had little control over thiol activity. Based on literature reports, we expected the disulfide bonds to remain stable under tensions of several hundred pN, [36, 37] which is larger than those based on hydrophobicity, but still well below the forces of several nN required to rupture C-C bonds in the polymer backbone. [46, 47] After the reduction, the expectation was that some pendant thiols would form inter-chain crosslinks leading to stiffer gels. Hence, stiffness could be increased further by placing the gels under compression, accelerating inter-chain thiol crosslinking instead of reforming the cyclic disulfides. In contrast, long M1 slowed inter-chain crosslinking, and gave gels with no detectable changes in stiffness (Figure 1e) . Instead, the presence of these shielding groups biased the system toward cyclic disulfide reformation and no thiol was detected in the oxidized gels. 
External strain accelerates inter-chain crosslinking
Besides spontaneous crosslinking, labile thiols in the networks were also responsive to mechanical strain. The increase in Young's modulus of strain-stiffening gels accelerated with applied stress. Under compression, inter-chain crosslinking resulted in faster stiffening than was observed in the spontaneous state (Figure 5) . At equivalent times post-reduction, the increase in Young's moduli under strain was greater than those of unstrained gels. We hypothesize that under deformation, the reactive groups were brought into close proximity, accelerating interchain crosslinking and stiffening. Gels with lower thiol content (Figure 5a , b) exhibited smaller increases in stiffness (Figure 5c ), since fewer crosslinks produce weaker networks. This result indicated that the strain-responsive nature of the gels allows accurate control over stiffness through thiol density.
These experimental results were compared to Flory's model of elastic systems using gels from Set II (composed of long CL and short M1). For all groups in Set II, the increase in stiffness from gels under strain approached Flory's model more closely than unstrained gels.
Reduced gels with higher initial free thiol concentration gave greater increases in Young's modulus, ranging from 150 kPa in a low thiol concentration (II-A) to 600 kPa in a high thiol concentration (II-C). Moreover, most inter-chain thiol crosslinking occurred during the first 2 hours, then slowed when most of the available thiols were consumed ( Figure 5) . Notably, the increase in stiffness of II-C gels under strain after 3 hours was greater than that of gels without strain after 5 days. As noted in Figure 2e , II-C gels of highest thiol concentration tended to reform cyclic disulfides, resulting in the smallest increase in stiffness at a given thiol consumption. However, under cyclic deformation, these free thiols formed inter-chain disulfides faster than the unstrained gels. 
a) II-A (low [-SH]). b) II-B (intermediate [-SH]). c) II-C (high [-SH]).
Suppression of strain-stiffening via molecular shielding
We further investigated gel stiffening by covariation between two factors, co-monomer M1 chain length and crosslinker concentration; each was varied between two levels, denoted as -for low levels and + for high levels (Figure 6a) . We tested four gel compositions, denoted as L1/L2, where L1 and L2 were the levels for the M1 molecular weight and crosslinker concentration, For groups that contained the same crosslinker concentration, i.e. +/-and -/-, or +/+ and -/+, the Young's moduli of gels immediately after reduction (t=0), termed "starting moduli," were similar due to equal volume fraction of polymer in the gels (Figure 6b ). However, the stiffening behavior over time was only observed in gels with shorter M1, i.e. -/-and -/+, whereas no significant increase in stiffness occurred in gels with longer M1, i.e. +/+ and +/-. This behavior was evident by the change in stiffness as a function of time post-reduction ( Figure 6c ). As depicted in Figure   1e , the short co-monomer M1 allowed for strain-induced formation of new crosslinks between inter-chain thiols, while the long M1 groups acted as molecular shielding units, inhibiting interchain crosslinks even under applied force.
To determine whether the shielding effect could be overcome under strain, we selected the +/-gel to perform a cyclic compression test over 18 hours (Figure 6d ). The shielding effect resulting from bulky co-monomer M1 persisted under strain during the first 3 hours. However, as stress was applied, the gel gradually stiffened by intermolecular crosslinking, giving this straininduced gel a similarly large increase in Young's modulus to the gels composed of short M1
(Sets I and II) at a spontaneous state. This result could be used to develop a cryptic network that minimizes spontaneous stiffening but is accessible and stiffened during strain. [48] [49] [50] In summary, we have demonstrated a strain-triggered stiffening synthetic gel network.
We achieved this with polymers containing labile thiol crosslinks on an acrylate backbone with pendant PEG chains, which allowed for both spontaneous and strain-sensitive crosslinking. The labile nature of these thiol groups also allowed for reversibility of the crosslinks. Future studies will include applications where crosslinking is induced via mechanical stimulation, such as shaking, compression, or ultrasound. 
Experimental Section
Materials: All commercial materials were used as received.
Gel Synthesis: Strain-stiffening gels were synthesized by random copolymerization of Gel Characterization: The available thiol concentration in the reduced gels was measured using Ellman's test. Post-swelling, compression stress-strain mechanical measurements were performed using a parallel plate rheometer (model AR-2000, TA Instruments, New Castle, DE) at a strain rate of 20 um/s in air to characterize the elastic moduli of the gels. For long-term strain induction test, gels were immersed in a 35-mm Petri dish containing the swelling solution to avoid drying. The Young's modulus for each gel was calculated by plotting the measured normal force between 0-5% strain and dividing the slope of the best-fit linear regression by the gel cross-sectional area. To normalize mechanical stress measurement among the samples with different degrees of swelling, the stress applied to the solid matter in the gels as follows:
Additional detailed methods are given in supplementary materials.
